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Abstract: Object counting is an active research area that gained more attention in the past few years.
In smart cities, vehicle counting plays a crucial role in urban planning and management of the
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). Several approaches have been proposed in the literature
to address this problem. However, the resulting detection accuracy is still not adequate. This
paper proposes an efficient approach that uses deep learning concepts and correlation filters for
multi-object counting and tracking. The performance of the proposed system is evaluated using
a dataset consisting of 16 videos with different features to examine the impact of object density,
image quality, angle of view, and speed of motion towards system accuracy. Performance evaluation
exhibits promising results in normal traffic scenarios and adverse weather conditions. Moreover, the
proposed approach outperforms the performance of two recent approaches from the literature.

Keywords: object counting; object detection; multi-object tracking; deep learning; YOLO; correlation
filters

1. Introduction

Drones are widely used in many emerging fields such as military, disaster monitoring
and recovery, outer space, transportation, wildlife and historical conservation, medicine,
agriculture and photography [1–4]. Drones must be equipped with smart computer vision
and autopilot in order to be widely deployed and to further lower costs. Object detection
and tracking are critical for catching crucial elements in a picture while using aerial pho-
tography. In a variety of fields, such as traffic data gathering, traffic monitoring, film and
television shooting, visual object tracking in an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) recording
plays a significant role. However, various issues such as appearance variation, background
clutter, and extreme occlusion make it difficult to track the target reliably in a UAV vision
task. In recent years, UAV-based low-altitude aerial photography technology has been
widely deployed as a viable supplement to aircraft remote sensing and satellite remote
sensing for traffic data collection. This device uses aerial high-resolution cameras to clearly
capture ground objects, with imaging resolution reaching centimeters. As a result, the
volume of traffic image data provided by unmanned aerial vehicles’ low-altitude aerial
photography has skyrocketed. Manually processing a big amount of data is not only
time-consuming but also inefficient. As a result, intelligent processing of UAV pictures
has become a hotspot for research. As one of the technologies, single object tracking of
UAV photos offers the foundation for later tasks such as vehicle traffic assessment and
road conflict prediction. In single object tracking, the target’s initial position is manually
established in the first frame, and the target’s bounding box is continually predicted in
the following frames. Although significant progress has been made in recent years, effec-
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tive tracking remains a difficult challenge in UAV circumstances involving appearance
fluctuation, background clutter, and extreme occlusion

Many applications require the knowledge of object counts in the environment to
function properly or plan beforehand. For instance, transportation agencies can optimize
their infrastructure plans if they have an accurate measure of traffic flow on each road [5,6].
Counting methods can be used in traffic monitoring to track the number of moving autos,
pedestrians, and parked cars. Of course, they cannot install sophisticated equipment on
each road to achieve such goals. Instead, they are looking for cheap alternatives that can
give accurate results. Security, surveillance, access point management, urban planning,
traffic control, business, and industrial applications all require automatic visual recognition,
tracking, and counting of a variable number of objects. These applications, however,
failed to play a significant role in consumer electronics. The main reason is that they
demand stringent criteria in order to create good working conditions, specialized and costly
hardware, complex installation and setup procedures, and qualified worker supervision.

Road users detection, tracking, and counting are very crucial for enabling autonomous
behavior in the envisioned intelligent transportation systems [7]. Accurate object detection
is important for other application domains as well. For instance, detecting and counting
the number of olive fruit flies. It is important to early detect and count the presence of
olive fruit flies as it can damage up to 100% of the harvested fruit and can cause up to 80%
reduction of the value of the resulting olive oil [8]. They can also be used to keep track of
the number of different species, such as penguins, which is crucial for wildlife conservation.

Counting objects presents many difficulties. The variety of the items in terms of shape,
size, attitude, and appearance must be learned by the models. Objects may also be partially
obscured and appear at varying angles and resolutions. Furthermore, the background,
weather conditions, and illuminations might differ significantly between scenarios. In
order to perform effective object counting, the model must be strong enough to distinguish
objects in the presence of these fluctuations.

In our previous paper [9], we proposed an object counting system that used the YOLO
model for object detection and the Kernelised Correlation Filter (KCF) for object tracking.
The system has exhibited a fast processing time and reasonable accuracy. In this paper,
we extend our previous work and propose a more efficient system for object tracking
and counting which integrates the latest version of YOLO (Yolo5) for object detection and
the Channel and Spatial Reliability Tracker (CSRT) for object tracking and counting. The
latest versions of YOLO improve the accuracy of object detection and reduce the required
processing time. Moreover, the CSRT tracker improves accuracy over the KCF tracker,
which in turn reduces the counting errors.

The content of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the background
on YOLO and CSRT. Section 3 discusses the related work. Section 4 describes the function
and implementation of the proposed architecture. Section 5 presents the strategies used for
preparing and analyzing the datasets. Section 6 evaluates and analyzes the performance
of the proposed model. Section 7 discusses the future work, and Section 8 concludes
the paper.

2. Background

Object detection algorithms can be divided into two main categories, algorithms based
on classification and algorithms based on regression. Classification-based algorithms are
executed in two phases, the first phase where they select the regions of interest, and the
second phase where they perform classification of these regions using convolutional neural
networks. This approach is slow because we have to classify each region. A widely known
example of this type of algorithm is the RCNN. Regression-based algorithms assign the
bounding boxes and perform the predictions of classes in one shot. As mentioned earlier,
the two best-known algorithms from this group are the SSD and YOLO. Regression-based
algorithms are best suited for real-time applications where we can compromise the accuracy
a little bit to gain faster processing speed.
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YOLO deep neural network consists of several convolutional layers followed by fully
connected layers. Convolutional layers work as feature extractors that will extract the
required features from the image. There is another version of YOLO called Fast YOLO. It
has fewer convolutional layers and fewer filters in these convolutional layers. Since the
number of layers is fewer, Fast YOLO is faster than YOLO, however, YOLO has better
accuracy. The YOLO algorithm tries to predict a class of an object and the bounding box
specifying the location of the object. The YOLO algorithm divides the image into cells
of predefined sizes where each cell can predict up to five objects. Since there might be
more than one object in the same cell, YOLO allows each cell to detect up to five objects.
For instance, if there are a table, a cup, and a cat at the same location, we will get one
of the three boxes, either for the car, the cup, or for the cat. To detect all objects, anchor
boxes are used to specify bounding boxes with different aspect ratios. The aspect ratios
are calculated by applying the k-means clustering algorithm on all bounding boxes in the
training dataset.

The number of detected objects in an image is limited because of YOLO architecture.
For instance, if we have a 13 × 13 grid of cells where each cell detects five different objects,
we can predict up to 845 bounding boxes for one image. Typically, most of these cells
will be empty and will not contain any objects. Thus, YOLO assigns a value pc for each
cell that will be used to filter out cells that do not contain any objects. Another issue that
might arise in such settings is the overlap between detected objects, YOLO can detect five
bounding boxes per cell, and these cells are adjacent to each other, there might be multiple
bounding boxes on the same object. To solve this issue, YOLO uses non-max suppression
to choose the bounding box with the highest pc value. For each cell, YOLO checks if there
is an object, then, searches for all bounding boxes that refer to the same object and selects
the object with the highest pc value. The non-max suppression is extremely important for
our application. As we are counting objects and relying on YOLO to detect these objects.
The number of predicted bounding boxes affects the total counts, thus, it is mandatory to
ensure redundant bounding boxes are removed.

Since there is a spatial constraint imposed by YOLO whereby each cell is detecting five
objects, YOLO algorithms performance degrades with small objects that are close to each
other. The most important output for our application is the bounding boxes that YOLO
detects. These boxes will be fed from the object detection stage to the object tracking stage.
YOLO uses descriptors for each bounding box, the main descriptors are:

• Center of a bounding box.
• Width and Height.
• The value (c) which is corresponding to a class of an object.
• The (pc) value, which is the probability that there is an object in the bounding box.

Correlation filters are broadly applied in several applications. Correlations filters
examine different samples to find the correlation between them. Correlation refers to
similarity in general terms. In the case of object tracking, the samples are the images or a
particular segment of an image. If two images are similar, the correlation between them is
high, if they are not similar to each other, the correlation between the two images is small.

The CSRT tracker is a C++ implementation of the CSR-DCF (Channel and Spatial Reli-
ability of Discriminative Correlation Filter) tracking algorithm in the OpenCV library [10].
Trackers are utilities, which are used to detect, identify and track the actual objects embed-
ded within a frame. Object detection is performed once, while the object tracker handles
the rest of the frames, resulting in a quicker and more efficient object-tracking pipeline. The
spatial reliability map is used in the Discriminative Correlation Filter with Channel and
Spatial Reliability (DCF-CSR) to modify the filter support which is the part of the selected
area from the frame for tracking. This results in the specified region being enlarged and
localized, as well as enhanced tracking of non-rectangular regions for objects. It merely
makes use of two common features (Histogram of oriented grading (HoGs) and Color
names). It also has a reduced frame rate (25 fps) but provides better object tracking pre-
cision. Open CV API uses eight types of filters for effective feature extraction and object
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detection. The most used filters are (i) BOOSING Tracker (ii) MIL Tracker (iii) KCF Tracker
(iv) CSRT Tracker (v) Median Flow Tracker (vi) TLD Tracker (vii) MOSSE Tracker (viii)
GOTURn Tracker. Among the listed object trackers, this study uses a CSRT tracker, due to
its extended ability in identifying the features of the detected objects within a frame and
the high rate of accuracy in identifying and tracking the objects.

3. Related Work

This section analyses various articles proposed by eminent authors related to object
detection and counting in multiple domains, identifies their significant contributions, and
pinpoints the pitfalls associated with the existing literature.

3.1. Object Detection and Counting Using Traditional Approaches

Object detection, tracking, and counting have been active research areas that gained
more attention in the past few years. Some research has concentrated on building automatic
detection and tracking systems that reduce the need for supervision. They frequently use
background subtraction-based [11] moving object detectors because these detectors do
not require a training stage or complicated system parameter setup. Several researchers
have proposed and used versatile models to track, detect and count objects for various
reasons. The authors have used models that use advanced probability concepts and ML
approaches to detect, track, and count the objects effectively. However, these detectors
have several flaws that result in false tracking, noisy and missing detections, and split
and merged detections [12]. Furthermore, the relationship between detected and tracked
objects is uncertain. Various data association approaches have been proposed to tackle these
challenges. To represent possible split and merged occurrences, a collection of detected
objects is augmented by virtual detections [13]. Some literature employs an overlapping
criterion to ease the development of virtual detections [14].

In [15], the authors proposed a probabilistic model for simulating split and merged
detections, which uses a batch procedure to compute association hypotheses using the
Markov Chain Monte Carlo method (MCMC). For a fixed number of objects, ref. [16]
proposes a sequential technique based on MCMC sampling, while ref. [17] describes a
similar strategy for a variable number of objects. The fundamental drawback of earlier
methods is that they have a high computational cost and require specialized infrastructure
to perform object detections in real-time. Other approaches [18,19] restrict data association
and tracking difficulties by using prior information about the geometry of the scene, such as
the floor location and camera calibration. However, because the camera must be calibrated
and the 3D plane of the floor must be estimated based on the camera position, this approach
makes the system installation and setup difficult.

For interacting targets, the authors [20] offer a multiple hypothesis tracker that gener-
ates split and merged data. The tracker is built on an efficient auxiliary variable particle
filter based on Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Further investigations are needed
to monitor the models’ behavior to further improve the tracking efficiency and data as-
sociation occurring during object interaction. The authors proposed a Bayesian Visual
Surveillance Model that can handle unwanted measurements. Split and merged measure-
ments, in particular, are explicitly characterized by stochastic processes. A particle filtering
technique that blends traditional and MCMC sampling allows for reliable inference. The
major problem associated with the authors’ approach is the complexity associated with
the Bayesian approach, due to which additional filters are used to combine traditional and
MCMC sampling techniques, which improves the accuracy of simulating data association
between Multiscale Residual (MR) and tracked objects.

In [21], proposes a unique object detection and tracking model based on learning Exist-
ing techniques which operate by linearizing the motion that makes an implicit assumption
about Euclidean space. The majority of computer vision transformations have a matrix Lie
group structure. The learning model is expanded to train a class-specific tracking function,
which is then combined with a pose-dependent object detector to create a pose-invariant
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object identification system. When compared to the existing object identification approach,
the suggested model can reliably recognize objects in various postures, while the search
space is just a fraction of the size. The drawback associated with the authors’ proposed
approach is the cost associated with the experimental setup and more time consumption to
initially train the model.

3.2. Object Detection and Counting Using Deep Learning Techniques

Object detection in photos, which seeks to recognize things from a specified set of
object categories (e.g., cars and pedestrians), is a long-standing topic. Many applications,
such as image interpretation, video monitoring, and anomaly detection, would benefit
from accurate object detection right away. Counting objects is a relatively common task in
a variety of businesses. Image analysis necessitates determining the number of objects in
an image. Object counting is a technique for extracting a specific number of items from
photographs. These elements serve as a data source for quantitative, motion tracking,
and qualitative analysis. The traditional approach for counting objects is manual, time-
consuming, and non-automatic. Counting continuously causes eye fatigue and reduces the
accuracy of the results. However, counting things is not always simple or easy, especially
when done manually. The majority of counting procedures include quirks that make them
difficult to master. Despite the fact that object detection has attracted a lot of attention
and has made significant progress with deep learning techniques in recent years, these
algorithms are not always the best for dealing with sequences of images captured by
drone-based platforms due to issues like viewpoint change, scales, and occlusion. Various
algorithms have been used in computer vision to count objects, particularly for estimating
the number of people in crowded environments.

Most state-of-the-art algorithms are based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
because they are more resilient to the common difficulties we face, such as varying sizes
and perspectives, inter-object occlusions, non-uniform illumination of the scene, and so
on. In recent years many versatile object detection algorithms have been proposed like
Fast R-CNN [22]. The major drawback associated with the authors’ proposed framework
is when the scene is highly cluttered and targets seldom split from one another, the tracker
may fail to combine all of the targets or dismiss them as false alarms. Further, when a
target’s motion cannot be accurately described by a constant velocity model, this solution
favors dividing the track, although the appearance remains consistent.

The authors in [23] propose an object-based bi-directional counting system that in-
cludes enhanced object recognition and tracking algorithm for counting the people flow in
the monitoring scene. The authors have used advanced features of CNN to construct their
object counting model. The problem associated with the authors’ approach is they have
used minimal real-time scenarios to evaluate their proposed object-counting model. Hence,
further modifications and improvements are needed to convert the proposed model into a
generic model.

Object detection algorithms based on deep learning methods completely outperformed
others. They can be divided into two main categories, the one-stage approach, and the
two-stage approach [24–26]. The one-stage approach uses a fixed number of predictions on
a grid to define the bounding boxes around the object, then it tries to classify each bounding
box and map it into one of the different classes defined by the neural network. YOLO (You
only look once) [27–29], and SSD (Single Shot Detector) [30,31] are one-stage approach
detection algorithms that are highly prioritized. The two-stage approaches calculate the
position and size of the bounding boxes using a neural network before classification.
Therefore, the two-stage approach is more accurate, but it involves more computational
power because two neural networks are implemented, one for forming the bounding boxes,
and one for classification. R-CNN (Region-based Convolutional Neural Networks) is a
two-stage approach algorithm that is widely used. There are two other versions of R-CNN,
Faster R-CNN, and Mask R-CNN [32]. Object detection and tracking are done based on
the specified categories. The first two categories are for object detection and the last two
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are for object tracking. The first category is object detection in images, where the job is to
detect objects of a given set of object classes (e.g., vehicles and pedestrians) from individual
photographs obtained by any source. In the second category, objects are detected from
the videos collected from various sources. Object tracking is done based on two methods,
the first method is single tracking where the goal of the work is to estimate the condition
of a target, which is indicated in the first frame, in real-time across frames. The second
method is muti object tracking where the goal of the task is to recover object trajectories
in each video frame using prior detection or without prior detection. Object tracking
algorithms are extremely useful in many applications, they can be divided into four main
categories [33], matching-based tracking; filtering-based tracking, class-based tracking, and
fusion-based tracking. More recently, several deep learning methods are combined with
other algorithms to improve tracking performance [34].

Object Counting based on deep learning methods is an active research area that
attracted many scholars in recent years. The authors in [35] developed object counting
algorithms to count vehicles using the Single Shot Detector (SSD) algorithm. Again, the cost
to establish the infrastructure and train the model is complicated and expensive. Further
test time detection associated with the model is slow. Some tried to establish an object
counting quantitative comparison between background subtraction, Viola-Jones, and Deep
Learning Methods on four different datasets [36]. Others investigated YOLO’s potential in
object counting. One category of researchers build a traffic counting system based on YOLO.
They have utilized simple distance calculations to achieve the purpose of vehicle counting,
and they added checkpoints to alleviate the consequence of false detection [37,38].

Similarly, other researchers used YOLO as a primary object detector, and they have
combined it with correlation filters to build an object counting system [39]. Correlations
filters correlate two samples to find the similarity between them. Once an object is detected,
they start tracking it until it gets out of the frame or disappears. However, this is a
computationally expensive algorithm since it tracks every object in the frame. Moreover,
it is more vulnerable to tracking failures as objects that disappear and reappear might
be counted twice. Finally, to avoid counting the same object twice, and to reduce the
computational complexity, ref. [40] suggested detecting objects every N frame, then using
Kanade–Lucas–Tomasi feature tracker (KLT) to track counted objects.

I.C. Amita et al. [41] introduced a novel intelligent real-time traffic monitoring system.
A filtered You Only Look Once (YOLO) is employed to achieve vehicle detection. The
YOLO framework has been pre-trained to recognize 80 items. The suggested technology is
being tested on three different types of vehicles: buses, trucks, and cars. After extracting
the three groups, a checkpoint is assigned to determine the number of vehicles in each
lane. The count is utilized to manage the road traffic signal in real-time. Three separate
publicly available traffic movies are used to evaluate the system. The authors have used
Kernel Correlation Filter (KCF) along with the YOLO model for object detection and
counting. The inclusion of the KCF filter has improved the system’s accuracy. However,
the model misclassified between the trucks and trains, which affected the accuracy of
object detection and counting. (Object Detection Using YOLO Framework for Intelligent
Traffic Monitoring).

Nguyen Duy Noi et al. [42] have provided a method for detecting and counting
vehicles in mixed traffic flows using YOLOv4 in the context of Vietnamese transportation.
Motorcycles, bicycles, automobiles, trucks, and buses were among the five vehicle types
tested on the network. The test results reveal that the authors’ algorithm outperforms
others (such as Background Subtraction and Haar Cascade) in terms of vehicle detection
accuracy and counting on the test set, showing that the suggested technique has better
detection performance. However, the authors have used limited traffic scenarios to evaluate
their model, and they have to test their model’s efficiency for larger diversified datasets.
Similarly, Mohammed A. A. Al-qaness [43] has proposed a vehicle tracking system based
on intelligent video surveillance. To monitor automobiles, the suggested system employs a
neural network, image-based tracking, and YOLOv3 (You Only Look Once). With diverse
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datasets, they train the suggested system. Moreover, the authors tested the proposed
system’s performance using real-world video sequences of traffic. The results of the study
revealed that the suggested system can identify, track, and count cars in a variety of
situations with acceptable results.

Most of the models discussed in the literature exhibit the following pitfalls. Sometimes
when the environment information is not clear, the data stored in the image frame gets
scattered distorting object information. The tracker tries to accumulate the scattered
information into a single piece of information. This process might decrease the accuracy
of classification or the models dismiss the information as false alarms. In some cases,
the models misclassify the objects leading to inaccurate environment information. Object
counting models, which use ML approaches take more time to train the models. Moreover,
more cost is involved to establish the appropriate infrastructure to implement CNN-based
models. Some models use small datasets in simulated environments to evaluate their
performance. This practice hinders estimating the actual performance and efficiency of the
object counting and detecting models.

In the proposed system, we incorporated customized YOLOv5, which has more
accuracy compared to previous versions. Most of the authors in the literature used earlier
versions of YOLO. We introduce the feature of the crossing line, where we track counted
objects for a short period. This approach reduces the computational power required to
operate the proposed system; hence, it can be deployed in mobile phones or UAVs. Tracking
only counted objects addresses two main causes of tracking failures namely, the increased
tracking time which might result in object loss, and an increase in the error rate of the object
to template assignment due to instant tracking of multiple objects.

4. System Architecture

Sequentially, the proposed system receives the incoming stream of frames from the
UAV and inputs them to the YOLO model. The proposed system contains two main
components, the object detection component, and the object counting component. In object
detection, we utilize YOLO to detect objects within each frame. We filter out all other
objects that belong to unwanted classes. In this project, we are only focusing on vehicles. In
the object counting component, we employ CSRT Tracker to track counted objects to avoid
counting the same object multiple times. Figure 1 illustrates the High-level Architecture of
the system and Figure 2 depicts the workflow of the object counting component.

Figure 1. System diagram of the proposed object counting system.
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Figure 2. Workflow of Object Counting Algorithm.

4.1. Object Detection Stage

Before executing the YOLO model, positioning the crossing line is mandatory. Objects
are counted by the counting algorithm if they cross the line. The position of the line impacts
the accuracy of the object counting. Figure 3 shows two different positions of the crossing
line. Among the position of the red and yellow lines in the frame, the accuracy of the
detected objects is more within the boundary of the red line over the yellow line. If large
objects like trucks pass in the center lane within the region of the yellow line, objects passing
in the most left lane are not detected by the object detection algorithm. In our system, we
choose the position of the crossing line manually by inspection. From the analysis, the
study identified that the optimal position for the crossing line must be within the center of
the frame as YOLO tends to be more accurate. Each frame is processed by YOLO to find the
bounding boxes for all objects in the current frame. Since the YOLO model is trained with
many objects, the model can identify and detect multiple classes of objects. The proposed
model operates in two modes. In the first mode, the model uses the pre-trained neural
network to identify multiple classes, and in the second mode, the model is re-trained to
detect the classes of interest. The first mode of operation is a generalized approach, while
the second mode focuses on vehicles which improve the accuracy in detecting vehicles.
After object detection, the detected objects are forwarded to the object counting module.

Figure 3. Object detection accuracy changes if position of the crossing line is changed.

4.2. Object Counting Stage

The object counting mechanism is depicted in Figure 2. In this stage, the absolute
distance between every individual object and the crossing line is estimated for all the
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detected objects. If the distance between an object and the crossing line is less than a
threshold τ, and if the object is not in the tracked objects list, the system starts to track the
object using the CSRT tracker. Then, the system increments the objects count and adds
the identified object to the tracked objects list. The system continuously updates the state
of each tracked object using the CSRT tracker. Once an object is added to the tracked
objects list, it is is covered by a new bounding box (green colored box) as illustrated in
Figure 3. The system keeps tracking each tracked object until it moves away from the
crossing line by a threshold of τ. If an object moves away from the crossing line by more
than the predefined threshold, the system discards it. The study has initialized the threshold
value of τ by trial and error methods, therefore, the value might fluctuate between different
street environments. In our system, the threshold value is 30-pixel values.

To make sure that each object is counted once, the system tracks objects until they
move away from the crossing line by the predefined threshold. The intersection over union
(IoU) is defined by the Equation shown in Figure 4. between the YOLO bounding box and
the CSRT tracker bounding box is calculated. The IoU value is used to verify whether the
system has counted the identified object. If the IoU between newly detected objects and
any tracked object in the tracked objects list is less than a margin µ, then the system starts
to track it and increment the object counts.

Some objects might stand within a distance less than the predefined threshold for
more than one frame due to congestion or other reasons, due to which redundancy in
counting objects occurs. To overcome this issue, this study integrates IoU concepts in the
proposed system. Each counted object must be known to the system so that it is counted
once. The only possible way is to track every counted object until it moves away from the
crossing line by the threshold value.

Figure 4. Intersection over Union.

The proposed counting algorithm is efficient over other counting algorithms in terms
of less computational power since the system takes less time to track the objects. Instead of
tracking the object from the entry and exit points of the frame, the proposed system tracks
the object until it moves away from the crossing line by the predefined threshold. Since
the probability of tracking failure is less when the tracking region is small, the proposed
algorithm has fewer tracking failures over other algorithms that track the object within
the entire frame. There won’t be many changes in the background environment of the
frame if the system tracks the object using a minimum number of frames. If the system
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continuously removes objects from the tracked objects list, the CSRT tracker will have
minimum templates for searching which improves the tracking accuracy. The pseudocode
of the proposed object-counting algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

5. Preparation of Datasets

To test the proposed algorithm for object counting, we have prepared a dataset that
consists of 16 videos from different sources. We have chosen the videos so that we have a
diversified set of environments and scenarios. The four main parameters chosen to reflect
this diversity are object density, image quality, angle of view, and speed of motion. The
dataset containing the 16 videos is summarized in Table A1.

5.1. Density of Objects

The object counting algorithm’s performance changes according to the number of
objects in the frame, therefore, the density of objects is one of the key factors to evaluate the
proposed algorithm. The dataset has several videos that have high objects density, medium
(normal) objects density, and low objects density. The YOLO performance degrades slightly
with the scenes that have a large number of objects, as YOLO misses some of the objects.
Moreover, the CSRT tracker will have difficult times finding the tracked objects as the
number of similar objects increases with high-density scenes.

5.2. Quality of Images

The proposed algorithm performance degrades with low-resolution images. The
dataset has a combination of high, medium, and low-resolution images to evaluate the
performance of the proposed system. Further, the study collects data from different time
intervals representing a day starting from the early morning till midnight.

5.3. Angle of View

The third parameter is the angle by which the camera is installed, it considers the
angle between the camera and the tracked objects. This parameter is important since the
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accuracy of YOLO varies with the angle it perceives the object. The system might fail to
capture some objects if the cameras are not mounted properly.

5.4. Speed and Direction of Motion

Finally, the speed of motion is also considered during data collection since this feature
indirectly affects the object density. If objects are moving fastly, the probability of congestion
is low, and the number of frames for tracking the objects is minimum.

6. Performance Evaluation

This section discusses the performance evaluation of the proposed system and the
influence of the predefined parameters on the accuracy.

6.1. Density of Objects

Based on the test results summarized in Table A1, it is evident that accuracy is not
influenced by the object density feature. The main reason behind this inference is the
selection of the appropriate position of the crossing line. The proposed system detects
objects in the entire frame, but it tracks the counted objects for the predefined region only.
Though the video frame has a large number of objects, the algorithm selects only the objects
within the search region. The number of the objects in the search region is at the most equal
to the number of road lanes because the algorithm is continuously updating the tracked
objects list by removing old objects. In rare cases, YOLO might visualize a single object
as dual objects illustrated in the left image Figure 5. However, this is an object detection
problem, and cannot be linked to a high object density environment. The percentage of
accuracy remains the same in both high-density and low-density environments. In the
dataset, video number 10 depicts the low-density environment, and video number 12
illustrates the high-density environment. The difference in the accuracy between video 10
and video 12 is negligible and the accuracy achieved by both is more than 90%.

6.2. Quality of Images

The image quality or the frame resolution is the main cause of performance degra-
dation and higher error rates. The low-resolution frames affect the YOLO and CSRT
tracker simultaneously. Hence, the accuracy of the proposed algorithm will drop with
low-resolution images. These low-resolution frames cause the YOLO to miss more objects
and the system will not be able to count the objects accurately. Even if the YOLO can detect
objects in low-resolution environments, CSRT might fail to do the same, resulting in the less
accurate object count, as illustrated in the right image of Figure 5. The low image quality
affects the accuracy by two means, either YOLO is not detecting the object in the first place,
or by the CSRT tracker failing to track. Video number 15 displays a low-resolution and
complex environment, the accuracy result is the worst in the whole dataset.

Figure 5. Object density (Left) and Image Quality (Right).
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6.3. Angle of View

The view angle is one of the most important factors that determine the accuracy of
the proposed algorithm. A slightly tilted view as illustrated in the left image of Figure 6
will interrupt the vision of the vehicles traveling in other lanes (blind spot detection). We
conclude that the camera position has an impact on object detection accuracy. The left
image of Figure 6 is an example of the blind spot problem.

Figure 6. View angle of the camera and the blind spot problem.

6.4. Speed and Direction of Motion

High-speed object motion has a marginal impact on the accuracy of the proposed al-
gorithm. Video number 3, and video number 12 are examples of high-speed environments,
with accuracy above 90%. Video number 9 and video number 15 depict less accuracy. The
reason behind tracking failure in the CSRT tracker is due to the presence of more objects
which move slowly. In low-speed environments, CSRT tracks each counted object for a
long duration, compared to high-speed environments. The right image of Figure 6 exhibits
tracking failures, which are caused by the redundancy in counting similar objects due to
low-speed motion. From the results displayed in Figure 7, it is evident that the inclusion of
CSRT tracker YOLO version 5 has improved the accuracy of the object counting over the
KCF tracker and YOLO version 2 used in version 1.0 [9].

Figure 7. Accuracy comparison between version 1.0 and version 2.0.

6.5. Performance Comparison with Other Related Works

We compared our proposed object counting model with two similar approach models
from the existing literature [5,43]. The referred approaches produced a counting accuracy of
86.7% and 85% respectively. Whereas our proposed approach yields 96% average accuracy
in counting objects under similar environments.
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7. Discussion and Future Work

Object detection and tracking will undoubtedly play a crucial role in creating contex-
tual awareness and perception of autonomous driving for higher levels of autonomy. We
plan to extend the contribution of this work in the following directions:

• Implementing the 3GPP Enhanced Sensors use case scenario by evolving the contribu-
tion of this article. One of the major ingredients in this case will involve additional
sensors to be deployed on the drone. This activity will allow us to investigate the role
of 5G C-V2X capabilities (including side-ling, PC 5), etc. for meeting the ITS service
quality requirements.

• Investigating the potential of Federated Learning for achieving the objectives of level
5 autonomous driving. For this, we plan to deploy the learning instances at the
three levels i.e., vehicle, smart edges (roadside units), and backends of the OEMs,
mobile network providers, and ITS service providers. It should be highlighted that the
envisioned ecosystem with the engagement of aforementioned stakeholders, federated
learning is expected to be a natural fit.

• We plan to evolve the contributed approach to further classify vehicles based on their
types and cluster them along with their counts, which can further be analyzed for the
use-cases of level 5 autonomous driving.

• Owing to the fact that contribution aligns well with other verticals and application
domains, we also plan to extend the proposed methodology in the field of agriculture,
to provide detailed analysis on various factors related to plant health status, produc-
tivity, and disease attacks. This analysis will guide the agriculturist to improve crop
productivity and take early preventive measures on disease attacks.

8. Conclusions

This paper presented an efficient object tracking and counting system for intelligent
transportation systems. The proposed system is implemented in two stages. The first
stage used the latest YOLO deep learning model (YOLO5) for object detection. In the
second stage. we integrated the YOLO5 model with the Channel and Spatial Reliability
Tracker (CSRT) to track and count objects within a narrow region to avoid counting the
same objects multiple times. To evaluate the performance of the proposed system, we
developed a dataset of 20 different videos with various characteristics resembling different
image qualities, angle of view, object density, and speed of motion. Performance results
revealed that the proposed system could identify and count objects with high accuracy
in different scenarios, better than that obtained by its previous version which used the
Kernelised Correlation (KCF) Filter.
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Appendix A

This appendix includes the table with a brief description of each video used in the
system testing, an image showing the environment the video is representing, and the
accuracy of the proposed system under such environment.
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Table A1. Dataset used in evaluation of the system performance.

Normal traffic with trucks
and perfect image view

Normal car density with buses
and perfect image view

High car density with high
speed and curved road

Aerial image view with traffic
density and good image resolu-
tion

version[1.0] = 94.3%
version[2.0] = 94.6%

version[1.0] = 94.2%
version[2.0] = 97.7%

version[1.0] = 93.6%
version[2.0] = 90.0%

version[1.0] = 96.9%
version[2.0] = 100%

Curved road with normal
traffic and blind spot

Normal traffic and perfect
image view

Normal traffic with trucks
and blind spot

Normal traffic with outgoing
cars and perfect image view

version[1.0] = 83.7%
version[2.0] = 97.8%

version[1.0] = 92.2%
version[2.0] = 95.1%

version[1.0] = 97.8%
version[2.0] = 98.7%

version[1.0] = 96.0%
version[2.0] = 99.2%

High traffic density with low
speed

Low traffic density and per-
fect image view

Normal traffic and perfect
image view

High traffic density and speed
with occlusion and perfect im-
age view

version[1.0] = 85.4%
version[2.0] = 91.3%

version[1.0] = 97.2%
version[2.0] = 97.0%

version[1.0] = 92.3%
version[2.0] = 100%

version[1.0] = 93.8%
version[2.0] = 97.3%

Normal traffic with trucks
and blind spot Normal traffic at night High traffic with distraction

and noise and low speed
Extra Low traffic and perfect
image view

version[1.0] = 92.3%
version[2.0] = 98.7%

version[1.0] = 97.0%
version[2.0] = 100%

version[1.0] = 85.7%
version[2.0] = 78.2%

version[1.0] = 98.1%
version[2.0] = 100%
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